
Synthetic exotic roofs

100%
recyclable

Environmentally friendly
Recyclable & 0 years 

warranty.

Fire retardant
Fire resistance on 

request.

100% Waterproof Wind resistant

to 150 km / h.

Add an exoticism touch to your environment

concept unique in the world.
0 year  warranty, maintenance 

free. Resistant to winds of 150 km / h
UV protection.

contact@palmex.fr 
www.palmex.fr



RIO AFRICA
Rio & rica leaves are applied by stapling or nailing 
on as sheet metal, plywood and wood.

 of

AFRICA : A MULTI-STYLE LEAVES

The Africa leaf refers to the reeds of Africa and Asia.
spacing the leaves the will be 

able to obtain a different rendering.A leaf Africa 
offers you different looks: classical reeds or exotic 
reeds.

Aloha leaves are suitable for direct attachment to the frame. 
They offer in one installation practice, two complementary technical 
solutions. An effective exterior cover obtained by a rail-mounted 
concept. apparent aesthetic very and 
in many countries.
This whole concept provides exceptional resistance to bad weather 

ALOHA
The visual appearance both inside and out offers an aesthetic appearance 
identical to traditional tropical roofs.

is offered in a covering with standard rails 
.

— Products — — Installation —

indoor air conditioning. This model offers 
new solutions on various supports, such as, 
roofs 

version.

RIO

to his rica leaves are designed to recreate a
tropical atmosphere such as straw and thatch used traditionally.

for with indoor air conditioning. This
model offers new solutions on different substrates, such as, roofs to 
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